Online action recognition aims to recognize actions from unsegmented streams of data in a continuous manner. One of the challenges in online recognition is the accumulation of evidence for decision making. This paper presents a fast and efficient online method to recognize actions from a stream of noisy skeleton data. The method adopts a covariance descriptor calculated from skeleton data and is based on a novel method developed for incrementally learning the covariance descriptors, referred to as weighted covariance descriptors, so that past frames have less contributions to the descriptor and current frames and informative frames such as key frames contributes more towards the descriptor. The online recognition is achieved using an efficient nearest neighbour search against a set of trained actions. Experimental results on MSRC-12 Kinect Gesture dataset and our newly collocated online action recognition dataset have demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed method.
Introduction
Human action recognition is an active research topic in computer vision becausse of the wide range of its potential application, viz. surveillance, video games, video indexing and search, and human-robot interaction. In the last few decades many approches have been proposed to recognize actions from monocular or RGB video sequences [2] . However, these methods face the difficulties posed by changes in illumination, varioations in viewpoint, occlusion and cluttered background. Perhaps more importantly, these methods are somewhat impaired by the loss of 3D information in conventional video.
Since the release of low-cost RGB-D sensors such as Microsoft Kinect TM sensors, much effort and advances have been made on action recognition from depth maps. Compared with RGB data, depth maps have several advantages for action recognition. Firstly, depth data can provide additional body shape and structure information, and skeleton joints can be easily recovered from a single depth map. Secondly, depth sensors are insensitive to illumination. However, the depth maps suffers from high level of noise when they are captured by a commodity RGB-D camera.
Many methods have been proposed for recognizing actions from depth or skeleton data [1, 25] . These methods are often based on different forms of input or derived data such as depth-map-based [47] , skeleton joints [42, 49] or body parts [35] , cloud points [44, 31] , local interest points [45] , and surface normals [28, 46] . Most of them are typically concerned with classifying actions from segmented sequences of input data, each corresponding to one action. They assume that all the instances, training or testing, are temporally segmented beforehand and recognition is carried out offline. This assumption is usually not valid when data are streamed in real-time and recognition has to be done online. In this paper, we propose an online action recognition method from skeleton data based on weighted covariance descriptors. The method assumes that segmented and label action isntances are available for training and recognition has to be carried out online. To facilitate the onlinerecognition, a method is developed for incrementally learning the covariance decriptors so that past frames have less contributions to the descriptor and current frames and informative frames such as key frames contributes more towards the decriptor. This weighting scheme has to a certain extent encoded some temporal information in the covariance descriptor. Experimental results on MSRC-12 Kinect Gesture dataset and our newly collocated online action recognition dataset have demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed method.
Proposed Method
Suppose we have L possible action classes and M segmented training action instances, each training action instance corresponds to one of the L action class. The actionlabel set can be denoted by L = {l}
denote the set of N l single-action instances of class l, so
Given a test video sequence V with an unknown order and number of actions I, its unknown label sequence is represented as
the boundaries between two consecutive actions are also unknown. In practice, we cannot access the whole test video sequence at once; only one frame of the test streaming video is available at time t. The task of online action recognition is to decide what action class the human is performing at any time t using sufficient information of the previous frames before t, and find a partition between two consecutive different single actions. If we have sufficient information at time t to make a decision, we determine that the subject is performing an action l, otherwise we continue accumulating information from time t + 1.
The Covariance Descriptor
Let S = [s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n ] be the data matrix composed of n feature vectors, each feature vector containing d feature variables. The data matrix can be represented by the d × d sample covariance matrix, C, as follows:
wheres is the mean of the feature vectors. The diagonal entries of the covariance matrix represent the variance of each individual feature variable, while the non-diagonal entries are their respective correlations. Our motivation for using covariance as feature descriptor can be summarized as follows: the covariance matrix is very simple and fast to compute and incrementally update, thus meeting the requirement of online recognition very well; the covariance matrix can capture information about the shape of the joint probability distribution of the set of feature variables. The feature variables of different actions generally have different distributions, so covariance matrices can discriminate different actions.
Overview of the method
In this section, we will give the details of our proposed method. There are two main parts in our work: offline training phase and online recognition phase.
During the training phase, we use each of the labeled training instances to construct a covariance matrix. In order to make the covariance matrices more discriminative, we use the symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix dimensionality reduction method [15] to learn a projection matrix. The original covariance matrices are then projected onto a low dimensional space but more discriminative. As described in [15] , the projection matrix learning can be ex- pressed as the following minimization problem
where X i and X j are any two different covariance matrices in the training set. A ij is a real symmetric affinity matrix which encode the structure of the original data. n is the original covariance matrix dimension and m is the projected covariance matrix dimension. I m is a m×m identity matrix. δ is the Stein metric function [?] or AIRM metric function [29] . In our experiment, we use the Stein metric for training and testing. For any two SPD covariance matrices X and Y , their Stein metric is defined as
There are two advantages in using the projection method.
First it tends to render the covariance matrices more discriminative. Second, it projects the high dimensional matrix into a low dimensional matrix, so the subsequent estimation of the distance between the two matrices is computationally efficient. During the online recognition phase, a continuous video stream which is composed by some actions with unknown order and labels is given frame by frame; the online action labels are provided by the training labels. At time t, we use the previous t − 1 frames and current frame to construct a covariance matrix C t . Then project C t to the low dimensional space using P and compare the distance between all the projected training covariance matrices and C t . For each training class l, we have N l distances represented as d Ct,l1 , · · · , d Ct,l N l . The final distance between C t and class l is given by
Then we have L distances for each frame as time progresses. At time t, we use the L distances and their standard deviation to decide what action is being peformed or determine whether there is a boundary between two consecutive actions. At the beginning, we first initialize a covariance matrix using the first t 0 frames, and give an action label l t0 by the criterion
From time t 0 + 1, if the standard deviation value of the L distances is a local minima and a new action is detected by Eq.5, action change takes place. Otherwise, no action change takes place. It is convenient to use the standard deviation of the L distances to decide whether there exist a boundary between two actions. For instance, when the estimated distance at a given time is the minimum among others and the standard deviation is also large, this indicates that some specific action is being performed and there is no action change. In contrast, if a new action starts and a old action ends, there exists a transitional stage, so all the estimated distances are similar and the standard deviation is relatively low. In [11] and [7] , a similar method is used on the SVM scores. Fig.1 shows a segment of minimum distances between online covariance matrix and training covariance matrices of each action class. Fig.2 shows the standard deviation of the distances in Fig.1 . As can be seen, when it comes to an action change, the standard deviation value goes to a local minima.
Incremental leaning of weighted covariance matrices
In previous methods, feature descriptors extracted from one video frame or video segments have been weighted equally. However, the contribution of each frame to action recognition varies as some frames are more discriminative than others. In this regard, the important frame should be weighted proportionally higher (frame-based weighting). Furthermore, during the online action recognition, frames nearer the current frame provide more update information than past frames (temporal weighting). Our proposed method incorporates these two weighting schemes in an efficient algorithm to update the covariance descriptor. Specifically, we assign two kinds of weights to each video frame -frame weight and temporal weight. There are six considerations in assigning the weights for each frame: 1) the frame weight of each sample should vary with there importance to recognise an action; 2) the temporal weight of each frame should vary over time t; 3) the frame weight of each video frame should not vary over time ; 4) the frames from the current time should have higher time weights than previous frames; 5) the weights should not affect the ability to incrementally obtain the new covariance matrix when a new frame feature vector is available; 6) the weights should not affect the fast covariance computation.
